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Abstract—For the small-area tracking of particles within
COMPASS (common muon and proton apparatus for structure
and spectroscopy), a new fixed target experiment at CERN/SPS,
several large-size (31 31 cm2) detectors based on the gas electron
multiplier (GEM), have been built. These new devices, consisting
of several GEM amplification stages with a two-coordinate
readout, combine good spatial resolution with high rate capability,
which is required by the large particle flux near the beam. At
the same time, the material exposed to the beam is minimized
in order not to spoil the mass resolution of the spectrometer.
The first detectors out of a total of 20 were subject to extensive
tests in the beam and in the laboratory, showing that full (i.e.,

98%) detection efficiency for minimum ionizing particles can
be achieved at a total effective gain of 6000. Ongoing research
work focuses on discharges triggered by heavily ionizing particles
entering the detectors. Systematic studies of the energy released
in discharges and their probability of occuring at all as a function
of a variety of parameters suggest several means to minimize their
impact on detector performance. First results of the operational
characteristics of these detectors in the real COMPASS beam are
presented.

Index Terms—Gas detectors, gas electron multiplier, high-rate
tracking, position-sensitive particle detectors, radiation detectors,
spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE GOAL of COMPASS (common muon and proton
apparatusforstructureandspectroscopy),anewfixed target

experimentcurrentlyunderconstructionatCERN’sSuperProton
Synchrotron (SPS), is the investigation of hadron structure and
hadron spectroscopy using muon and hadron beams at intensities
of up to 2 10 particles ( -beam) and 110 particles (hadron
beam) per SPS spill of 2.2 s, respectively [1]. One of the main
topics to be addressed in the first runs is the measurement of the
gluon polarization , both from the cross-section asym-
metry for open charm production in deep inelastic scattering of
polarized muons on polarized nucleons and from asymmetries in
the production of high- hadron jets. Using hadron beams, we
willstudythehadronicstructureofunstableparticlesusingvirtual
photons (Primakoff scattering), as well as charmed hadrons and
exotic hadrons likeglueballsand hybrids.

Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup of COMPASS, which
comprises a two-stage magnetic spectrometer, with each of the
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stages being equipped with small- and large-area tracking, a fast
RICH detector for particle identification, electromagnetic and
hadronic calorimetry, and muon identification.

For the large-area tracking throughout both stages of the spec-
trometer, wire chambers of various designs will be used. The
small-area tracking of particles near the beam, where high lo-
cation accuracy over a relatively large area is required and the
particle flux is large, will be achieved by micropattern gas de-
tectors. In the muon beam, Micromegas [2], optimized to obtain
a time resolution better than 10 ns, will be used before the first
spectrometer magnet (SM1 in Fig. 1), where the background of
particles coming from the target has not yet been swept away
by the magnetic field. Downstream of SM1, 20 multistep GEM
detectors [3] will form ten tracking stations, each comprising
two GEM detectors, one being rotated by 45with respect to
the other. These detectors are being built using as little ma-
terial as possible in order not to spoil the mass resolution of
the spectrometer, with one detector only accounting for about
5 of radiation length. In addition, the use of several cas-
caded GEM amplification stages makes this particular type of
detector less susceptible to discharges under exposure to heavily
ionizing particles and permits the GEM detectors to be used also
in the hadron beam of COMPASS.

II. THE GEM DETECTORS

The GEM ([4] and references therein) is made from a thin
Cu-clad Kapton foil, 50-m thick with Cu layers of 5 m, which
has been chemically perforated by a large number of holes of

70 m diameter, separated by a distance of140 m. Added
between a drift electrode and the readout strips of a gaseous de-
tector, the (normally parallel) field lines are compressed into the
holes when a potential difference is applied between
the two Cu layers of the foil. At V, gas am-
plification factors of several thousand have been achieved in a
single foil, without additional amplification in the gaps between
drift and GEM foil and GEM and readout plane, respectively, the
electric fields there being - kV/cm. As a consequence,
the readout strips in such a purely GEM-based detector can re-
main on ground potential. The signal on the strips is entirely due
to electron collection and therefore intrinsically fast, since the
GEM foil efficiently shields the tail due to the slow motion of
ions usually present in gaseous devices.

Since there is little loss of charge in the foil, several GEM am-
plification stages can be cascaded in a detector in order to achieve
gains of several tens of thousand, while still operating each foil at
moderatevoltages.ForCOMPASS, the firstprototypesconsist of
two multiplication stages, separated by a gap of 2 mm. The dis-
tance of the first GEM foil to the drift electrode is 3 mm, while the
induction gap to the readout is 2 mm, as shown in Fig. 2. The de-
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the COMPASS spectrometer.

Fig. 2. Schematic cross section of a double GEM detector.

tector isoperated inagasmixtureof70%Argonand30%CO.To
decreasetheenergystoredineachfoil, theyaredividedononeside
into individuallypowered longitudinalsectors.Thecentralpart,a
separate circular sector of 50 mm diameter, can be deactivated to
allow operation in the high-intensity beams. A two-dimensional
projective readout of the signal is accomplished by two orthog-
onalsetsofparallelmetalstrips,engravedonthetwosidesofathin
Kapton foil. After gluing the foil onto a thin insulating support,
the Kapton in the interstices between the strips on the upper side
is chemically removed, thus opening the bottom layer of strips to
charge collection. With each layer consisting of 768 strips with
a pitch of 400 m, the total active area per detector is 3131
cm . To minimize the frame material, these active components
are sandwichedbetween two3-mm-thickhoneycomb plates with
125- m layers of Vetronite on either side. The larger one of these
plates also serves as a support for the readout electronics and the
high-voltage distribution chain. Fig. 3 shows a top view of the de-
tector.

For the readout, we chose the APV25, an analog pipeline
application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) fabricated in
0.25- m CMOS technology and developed for the CMS silicon
microstrip tracker [5]. The chip consists of a preamplifier and
shaper stage (50 ns peaking time) for each of the 128 input
channels, which are continuously sampled at 40 MHz and
written into 192 memory cells. Upon receiving a trigger, the
respective columns in the memory are transferred into a FIFO,
allowing for a maximum trigger latency of 4s, before they
are multiplexed to the analog-to-digital converter (ADC).

III. RESULTS OFLABORATORY TESTS

The basic properties of the first COMPASS prototypes were
studied extensively both in the laboratory and in various test

Fig. 3. Top view of a GEM detector for COMPASS.

beams at CERN and at PSI [6]. In the laboratory, we used Cu
X-rays tostudy theenergy resolution, thechargesharingbetween
the twocoordinates,and theuniformityofgainover thesurfaceof
the detector. Fig. 4 shows a pulse-height spectrum of 8.9-keV Cu
X-rays for the upper and lower strip layer of the two-dimensional
readout board. An almost equal charge sharing between the two
coordinates was achieved by adjusting the strip widths of the
upper and lower layer to 80 and 350m, respectively. The energy
resolution was measured to be %.

Since the production of the gas detector version of the APV
chip (APV-M) was stopped by CMS in November 1999, and
the APV25 was available only in May 2000, first noise and
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Fig. 4. Pulse-height spectrum of 8.9-keV Cu X-rays for the (a) upper and (b)
lower strip layer of the two-dimensional readout board.

Fig. 5. Efficiency curves as a function of the effective gain per coordinate for
different values of the electric fields between the two GEM foils and between
the second GEM and the readout circuit, respectively. See Table I for electric
field configurations.

efficiency studies of the detectors were performed using the
PreMux128 chip, a predecessor of the APV chip series. Fig. 5
shows efficiency curves for different electric fields between the
two GEM foils and between the second GEM and the readout
circuit, respectively. At normal working conditions (“medium
fields”; see Table I for field configurations), the efficiency
plateau of the detector equipped with the PreMux128 was found
to start at a total effective gain of 6000. (Note that the abscissa
of Fig. 5 corresponds to the effective gainper coordinate,
which is a factor of two smaller than the total effective gain.)
The effective gain corresponds to the charge collected by the
readout electrode and is measured by recording the signal
current on each readout plane as a function of the counting rate
under irradiation with 8.9-keV X-rays. Since the efficiency was
measured in the laboratory with respect to a scintillator using
a Sr -source, its absolute value is underestimated. From
beam measurements with a similar detector configuration using
a silicon microstrip telescope as a reference, the efficiency
plateau was found to start at absolute values of98%.

TABLE I
ELECTRIC FIELD CONFIGURATIONS USED DURING THE LABORATORY

MEASUREMENTS. E DENOTES THEFIELD BETWEEN THE DRIFT

ELECTRODE AND THE FIRST GEM FOIL (“DRIFT FIELD”), E THE

FIELD BETWEEN THECASCADED GEM FOILS (“TRANSFERFIELD”), AND

E THE FIELD BETWEEN THE LAST GEM FOIL AND THE READOUT

PLANE (“I NDUCTION FIELD”)

Fig. 6. Probability of a discharge, normalized to the number of� decays,
versus gain for single, double, and triple GEM detectors.

IV. DISCHARGESTUDIES

A common problem of all micropattern gas detectors is the
fact that gas discharges start to occur at gains above several
thousand upon exposure to heavily ionizing tracks [7]. To better
understand the underlying processes and possibly find means
to optimize GEM detectors so that they can operate under the
hostile conditions expected in the COMPASS spectrometer, we
performed systematic studies of discharges provoked bypar-
ticles introduced into small 10 10 cm GEM detectors.

Fig. 6 shows the probability that a discharge will occur, nor-
malized to the total number of decays observed in the de-
tector, as a function of the effective gain for a single GEM am-
plification stage, as well as for two and even three cascaded
stages. Considering that a gain of6000 is necessary in order
for the COMPASS GEM detectors to be fully efficient on both
readout planes, the probability of having a discharge in a double
GEM structure is already sizable. Adding an additional GEM
foil (“triple GEM”), this probability is reduced below our mea-
surement limit. This is because, at a given gain, each of the GEM
foils can then be operated at a much safer potential difference
of 380 V in contrast to 430 V for a double GEM.

Although the probability of discharges’ occurring in a GEM
detector can be decreased drastically by going to a triple GEM
structure, we cannot completely exclude the possibility of a dis-
charge happening at all. To study their impact on the readout
electronics, it was essential to measure the charge released to
the readout circuit in a discharge. In Fig. 7(a), the voltage drop
on 25 during discharges is displayed for different capacitances
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Fig. 7. Voltage drop on 25
 in the case of (a) nonpropagating discharges in
the GEM foil only (for different capacitances of the GEM) and (b) a discharge
propagating to the readout strips.

of the second (sectorized) GEM foil (realized by connecting to-
gether individual sectors) in a double GEM device. In this case,
the discharges occur between the two electrodes of the GEM
foil only, the charge being released depending on the total en-
ergy stored in the foil (given by its capacitance). The fraction of
the total charge collected by the readout strips depends on the
electric field between the last GEM and the readout (2.5–10
nC at 4.9 kV/cm). By increasing the field strength, however, one
can provoke discharges initiated in the GEM to fully propagate
to the readout circuit. Fig. 7(b) shows that the voltage drop on
25 in this case may exceed 40 V, equivalent to instantaneous
currents on the order of 1 A.

In Fig. 8, we show the probability of such full discharges as a
function of the induction field between the last GEM and
the readout circuit for different capacitances of GEM foils. Ob-
viously, these full discharges can be largely avoided by staying
at moderate values of 3–4 kV/cm and, more important,
by further decreasing the sector sizes. For the new COMPASS
detectors, we chose a total number of 13 sectors, equivalent to
a capacitance of 5 nF for each sector.

V. COMPASS BEAM IN 2000

The commissioning of the COMPASS spectrometer at the
SPS of CERN started in May 2000. For this year’s run, we in-
stalled a total of four large-size GEM detectors. To verify our

Fig. 8. Probability of full discharges to the readout strips as a function of the
induction fieldE between the GEM foil and the readout plane for different
capacitances of the GEM foil.

Fig. 9. Pulse-height spectra (maximum strip amplitude in ADC channels) for
the (a) upper and (b) lower layer of readout strips, superimposed by the noise of
an arbitrary strip. One ADC channel corresponds to�300e .

laboratory results on discharges, one of them was a triple GEM
detector, while the other ones only had two GEM amplification
stages. Due to the late availability of the readout electronics,
only one of the double GEMs was equipped with six APV25
chips, enabling us to read 384 strips on each coordinate. For first
performance tests, we used a scintillator telescope to trigger on
the beam halo or on interactions in the target. The central area
was deactivated all the time.

Fig. 9 shows pulse-height spectra of minimum ionizing
particles (160 GeV ) for the upper and lower coordinate,
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Fig. 10. Correlation of maximum strip amplitudes on the upper (width 80�m)
and lower (width 350�m) readout layers.

Fig. 11. Positions of strips with maximum amplitude (hit map). Only
one quarter of the detector was equipped with readout electronics on both
coordinates. The shadow of the scintillator telescope used for triggering, as
well as the deactivated central area, are visible. The cross without hits is caused
by a grid placed between GEM foils, which serves as a spacer.

respectively. Here, for each event, the maximum strip amplitude
on each coordinate is plotted and no cuts are applied. The
noise of an arbitrary channel is superimposed on both panels.
Considering that one ADC channel corresponds to a charge
of about 300 , the noise level is 1000 for the upper
layer and 1300 for the lower layer of strips, reflecting a
slightly higher capacitance on the lower coordinate due to the
smaller interstrip spacing. A clear separation between noise
and the peak of the Landau distribution is visible already at

V, corresponding to a total effective gain of
3000. The signal-to-noise ratio deduced from the single-strip

pulse-height spectra shown in Fig. 9 is20 for the upper
coordinate and 13 for the lower coordinate. These two values
will approach each other in a more precise analysis, which
has to take into account the full charge in a cluster, known to
be wider on the lower readout plane. The clear pulse-height

correlation observed between the upper and lower planes of
readout strips, as displayed in Fig. 10, will be exploited to
resolve ambiguities in double hits.

Fig. 11 shows a hit map produced by plotting the positions
of the strips with the maximum amplitude for each event. The
shadow of the scintillator placed behind the active quarter of the
detector is clearly visible. The deactivation of the central region
works efficiently (the detector was placed slightly higher than
the center of the beam). The hits outside the scintillator are due
to double hits in the high-intensity-beam.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDOUTLOOK

Four GEM detectors were successfully operated in the COM-
PASS beam in 2000. One of them was for the first time read out
by two orthogonal readout planes (768 channels) with the final
front-end chip APV25, showing a good signal-to-noise ratio al-
ready at moderate voltages across the GEM foils. The noise per-
formance of the detector was considerably better than observed
with a previous version of the chip. Despite some tens of dis-
charges in the detector, no electronic channels were lost.

Comparing the discharge behavior of a double and a triple
GEM detector, we were able to confirm the results obtained in
the laboratory: adding an additional amplification stage drasti-
cally reduces the probability of a discharge occurring on expo-
sure to heavily ionizing particles. At the same time, the proba-
bility that a discharge initiated in the GEM foil propagates to the
readout strips can be significantly decreased by further sector-
ization of the GEM foil. The design of the first batch of 20 GEM
detectors to be built until July 2001 was modified accordingly.
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